Welcome to the City of Biloxi. We hope you enjoy your stay and that you have a great time. At the same time, we ask that you respect the rights of others and exercise common courtesy.

Although Scrapin The Coast, June 21–23, is not a city-sponsored event, here are some things to keep in mind:

• Do not block traffic. If an officer is directing traffic, follow instructions.
• Obey posted speed limits and traffic signs.
• Park only in marked areas, no parking in the median or on sidewalks. Respect private property.
• No riding on tailgates, bumpers, roofs or hoods of vehicles.
• No glass containers; no underage drinking allowed.
• No animals allowed in any event area.
• No littering.
• Amplified sound is allowed only by permit.
• For safety, only cross roadways at designated locations such as a corner or crosswalk.
• Do not obstruct boardwalks or sidewalks; pedestrians only.
• Do not move or go around officially placed barricades.
• All service drives on U.S. 90 close at 10 p.m. unless posted otherwise. Vehicles not removed are subject to being towed.
• A helmet must be worn by all operators and passengers on a motorcycle.
• ATVs, golf carts, or any other unlicensed vehicles are not allowed on the roadway, on the beach, or on sidewalks or boardwalks.

We’ve earned a reputation as the “Playground of the South” and we’re asking you to help us keep it a safe playground for everyone. So keep your cool, keep it clean and keep it respectful.

(228) 435-6300 • Visit online at biloxi.ms.us •
**A word about “venting”**

When U.S. 90 traffic approaches gridlock, motorists will be directed to 605/Cowan Road or I-110 and ultimately I-10. No turns or stopping will be permitted, you must follow directions of officers directing traffic. Process may last for 30 minutes or more.

**Get Scrapin The Coast traffic advisories**

Text BILOXI to 888777 to receive City of Biloxi B-Alert traffic advisories.
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